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Abstract

FEVEROUS is a fact extraction and verification
task that requires systems to extract evidence of
both sentences and table cells from a Wikipedia
dump, then predict the veracity of the given
claim accordingly. Existing works extract evi-
dence in the two formats separately, ignoring
potential connections between them. In this pa-
per, we propose a Unified Evidence Extraction
model (UNIFEE), which uses a mixed evidence
graph to extract the evidence in both formats.
With the carefully-designed unified evidence
graph, UNIFEE allows evidence interactions
among all candidates in both formats at sim-
ilar granularity. Experiments show that, with
information aggregated from related evidence
candidates in the fusion graph, UNIFEE can
make better decisions about which evidence
should be kept, especially for claims requiring
multi-hop reasoning or a combination of tables
and texts. Thus it outperforms all previous evi-
dence extraction methods and brings significant
improvement in the subsequent claim verifica-
tion step.

1 Introduction

FEVEROUS (Aly et al., 2021) is a fact extrac-
tion and verification task over structured and un-
structured information. Models should extract fine-
grained evidence in two formats, namely, sentences
and table cells, from a Wikipedia dump and verify
the given claim accordingly.

Many previous works focus on the claim veri-
fication procedure. They propose various meth-
ods to fuse evidence in different formats while
leaving the evidence extraction within each for-
mat separately (Kotonya et al., 2021; Malon, 2021;
Bouziane et al., 2021; Hu et al., 2022). For those ef-
forts on evidence extraction, Saeed et al. (2021) use
a neural re-ranker to refine page retrieval. Bouziane
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Claim: John Laurie has collaborated with many directors such 
as Alfred Hitchcock, Michael Powell, and Laurence Olivier, but 
his most famous role is Private Frazer in a film written and 
directed by Alfred Hitchcock.

[John Laurie] 
Evidence Cells

Evidence Sentences
[John Laurie] Laurie appeared in scores of feature films with directors 
such as Alfred Hitchcock, Michael Powell, and Laurence Olivier, 
generally playing bit-parts or supporting roles rather than leading roles.
[Dad's Army (1971 film)] Directed by Norman Cohen, Dad's Army was 
filmed between series three and four and was based upon material 
from the early episodes of the television series.

Year Film Role

1970 Step Laughing Into the Grave 

1971 
Dad's Army Private Frazer 

The Abominable Dr. Phibes Darrow 

1976 Crime Casebook George Winterman / 
Sellens 

1979 The Prisoner of Zenda Archbishop 

Figure 1: An example in FEVEROUS. The green rect-
angle shows the gold evidence sentences, while the blue
one is the gold evidence table, where the gold evidence
cells are underlined.

et al. (2021) propose a reinforced adaptive retrieval
embedding paradigm, but they ignore the possible
connections among evidence either in the same for-
mat or across different formats. However, there
are many gold evidence pieces with fewer lexical
or semantic overlaps with the claim, while their
necessity is mainly determined by other evidence.
Without considering evidence connections during
extraction, models may be prone to miss these evi-
dence candidates, thus, propagating errors to sub-
sequent claim verification.

Figure 1 shows an example from FEVEROUS.
To refute the given claim, models should find that
Private Frazer is a role in the film Dad’s Army, and
recognize that its director is Norman Cohen instead
of Alfred Hitchcock. However, the overlap between
the claim and the required evidence sentence Di-
rected by Norman Cohen ... is only two words:
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directed by, without any key entities, which is gen-
erally not strong enough to recognize its usefulness.
With the evidence cells in the table, one can find
that Private Frazer is a role in the film Dad’s Army,
which links the evidence sentence and the given
claim. Therefore, for the evidence extraction step
it is essential to encourage interactions between
evidence pieces of different formats.

Meanwhile, evidence in the same format also
provides context information to each other, espe-
cially for table cells. In Figure 1, the cell Dad’s
Army is not mentioned in the claim, but the column
header, Film, and the cell in the same row, Pri-
vate Frazer, are strong clues appearing in the given
claim, which implies that the cell Dad’s Army is
highly likely to be useful evidence. We argue that
models should allow the evidence to accumulate
context information from all closely-associated ev-
idence in both formats to extract comprehensive
evidence sets for claim verification.

In this paper, we propose a Unified Evidence
Extraction model (UNIFEE), which exploits graph
attention networks (GAT) to encourage interactions
among connected candidates during evidence ex-
traction. We design a novel graph structure, which
accommodates all evidence candidates and intro-
duces column nodes to allow evidence candidates
of different formats to interact with each other in
a similar granularity. This graph also facilitates
the interactions among cells in several nested ta-
bles with better representation of the table layout.
Compared to previous flatten-based methods, our
method exploits the structural relationship among
cells in complicated tables and enhances the inter-
actions between evidence in both formats.

Experiments on FEVEROUS show that our
UNIFEE improves the evidence extraction perfor-
mances and further boosts the final fact verification
scores significantly. The ablation experiments and
case study demonstrate the effectiveness of the pro-
posed evidence extraction method and our graph
designs. Our code is released to the public for
further exploration. 1.

Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
• We propose a novel evidence extraction

method, featuring a mixed graph structure with
carefully designed column nodes and layout-aware
table representations. Our method enables early
and thorough evidence interactions within one for-
mat or across formats at a similar granularity.

1https://github.com/WilliamZR/unifee

• Experiments show that our method outper-
forms previous works by a large margin on both
the evidence extraction and the final verification re-
sults. Thorough analysis shows that our model can
recall more multi-hop evidence and also evidence
with fewer lexical overlaps with the given claim.

2 Our Model

We take the widely-adopted three-step pipeline for
FEVEROUS (Aly et al., 2021), which consists of
retrieving pages from Wikipedia dump, extract-
ing sentences and table cells as evidence from the
pages, and predicting the veracity label of the given
claim based on the evidence set. In this work, we
focus on the second step, i.e., evidence extraction.
We use the DRQA (Chen et al., 2017) based docu-
ment retrieval method and the dual-channel verifi-
cation method proposed by Hu et al. (2022) for the
remaining two steps.

Formally, during evidence extraction, n′
s sen-

tences and nt tables are extracted from np retrieved
passages by a pair-wise classification model firstly.
This pre-processing step narrows the search space
of sentences and table cells from thousands to a
few dozens, which makes the mixed graph lighter.
Then, nc cells and ns sentences are extracted by
our proposed Unified Evidence Extraction model
(UNIFEE). These fine-grained evidence pieces are
used for fact verification later.

In UNIFEE, we design a mixed evidence graph
(§2.1) to organize evidence of two formats. Then, a
graph neural network is applied to the graph to
accumulate contextualized information from all
evidence candidates with similar granularity, and
identify useful evidence from a unified perspective
(§2.2).

2.1 Mixed Evidence Graph

There are three kinds of nodes in our mixed evi-
dence graph. Sentence nodes and cell nodes stands
for sentences and cells, e.g., FC Ararat Yerevan
in table 1, evidence candidates. Besides, we fur-
ther introduce a novel node type representing table
columns , e.g., Senior career* Apps 10 164 8 26
in table 1. The intuition is that textual evidence
is mainly at the sentence level but table cells are
generally words or phrases. The unbalanced gran-
ularities will hinder their interactions. Therefore,
we introduce this column node, to act as a mediator
for information transmission between the sentence
nodes and the cell nodes.
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Figure 2: The overview of UNIFEE. The blue lines are edges in the mixed evidence graph, and the gray dash lines
indicate which column each column node comes from .

Specifically, the mixed evidence graph G has
three types of nodes: sentence nodes, cell nodes
(including header cells and content cells), and col-
umn nodes, as shown in Figure 2.

The edge connections are elaborated as follows:

Edges among Sentence Nodes and Column
Nodes We add bi-directed edges between two
nodes vi and vj for vi, vj ∈ V S ∪ V Col if and only
if the two following conditions:
• vi and vj represent evidence in the same
Wikipedia page.
• vi and vj contain common entities or hyperlinks.

Here the text representation of a column node
simply is the concatenation of all cells in that col-
umn.

Edges among Cell Nodes Although we expect
direct messaging between cells, simply connecting
cells in the same rows or the same columns is not
enough. The tables in Wikipedia pages are often
organized as complicated nested tables. Previous
works simply flattening a table or converting cells
to strings with human-designed templates will lose
delicate structural information layout and cannot
reflect the cross-table connections.

Meanwhile, we notice that the tables often have
large headers in the middle of themselves in real-
ity, which separates the influenced columns into
several parts, and, in this case, cells in the same
column could be irrelevant. Disconnecting these
cells in the graph will help us remove confusing
edges and make the information transmission more
reasonable.

Table 1 is a table from the Wikipedia page Ara-
mais Yepiskoposyan. We can see that three long
headers Personal Information, Senior career and

Personal information
Date of birth 27 September 1968 (age 53)
Height 1.75 m (5 ft 9 in)
Position(s) Midfielder

Senior career*
Years Team Apps (Gls)
1986–1991 FC Ararat Yerevan 10 (0)
1992–1997 FC Chernomorets Novorossiysk 164 (8)
1997 FC Kuban Krasnodar 8 (0)
1999–2000 FC Irtysh Pavlodar 26 (2)
2000 FC Spartak Anapa (amateur)

National team
1997 Armenia 1 (0)

Table 1: A table instance from the Wikipedia.

National team cut the table into three parts. The cell
organization and contents within each part are con-
sistent while differing a lot across different parts.
For example, although the header cell Personal
Information and the content cell FC Ararat Yere-
van are in the same column, they do not have a
subordinate relationship.

We believe that a graph deliberately connecting
cells in all table candidates can better model the
table structures and connections. According to the
table layout and lexical features, we connect two
cell nodes vCi and vCj by bi-directional edges:
• If vCi and vCj are two content cells in the same
column and there is no table-header-like cell
between them. For example, the header cells
Senior Career* and Team separate the content cells
Midfielder and FC Ararat Yerevan.
• If vCi and vCj are two cells in the same column,
vCi is a header cell above vCj , and no header cell
exists between them.
• If vCi and vCj are two cells in the same row.
• If vCi and vCj are two cells sharing at least one
entity or hyperlink in their contents.
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2.2 Evidence Extraction with Mixed Graphs

In this section, we will show how we extract the
evidence set with the mixed evidence graph, which
encourages evidence to accumulate context infor-
mation from closely-associated candidates of both
formats and make a better decision to form a com-
prehensive and accurate evidence set for the verifi-
cation step.

We formulate the task as: given a claim Q and
n retrieved Wikipedia pages P = {pi}ni=1, the
models should extract a sentence evidence set E =
⟨S,C⟩, where S are sentences in P and C are cells
in P . The evidence set E can be used to support or
refute the claim Q.

Node Initialization The column nodes and cell
nodes share a common embedding module, which
is more efficient and can build an implicit connec-
tion between cells and columns apart from the ex-
plicit edges in the graph. Specifically, we feed the
claim-table pairs into TAPAS (Herzig et al., 2020),
a pre-trained table representation model, to get the
embedding of cell nodes and column nodes. Each
cell node is initialized by averaging the last hid-
den states of its tokens, n(vCi ). #TOKENS (celli)
means the number of tokens in celli. T means the
table celli belongs to.

n(vC
i ) =

∑
t∈TOKENS(celli)

(Tapast(Q,T ))

#TOKENS (celli)

And each column node is initialized as the mean-
pooling of the embeddings of all cells in this col-
umn n(vCol

i ). #CELLS (coli) is the number of
cells in the column i.

n(vCol
i ) =

∑
t∈CELLS(coli)

(Tapast(Q,T ))

#CELLS (coli)

A one-layer GAT is applied to the graph, which
updates the node representations by aggregating
representations from their neighbors. h

(l)
i is the

current representation of node i. W f , a⃗ and W are
training parameters.

h
(l+1)
i =

∑

j∈N (i)

α
(l)
ij W

fh
(l)
j

α
(l)
ij = softmaxi

(
e
(l)
ij

)

e
(l)
ij = LeakyReLU

(
a⃗T

[
Wh

(l)
i ∥Wh

(l)
j

])

With a two-layer feed-forward network and a
softmax layer, we obtain the probability of each
fine-grained evidence candidate being retrieved.
The evidence with a score above a predefined
threshold is kept.

The loss is calculated as the weighted sum of the
sentence loss LS , column loss LCo, and the cell
loss LCe. We use cross entropy as the loss function
for each part separately.

L = LS + α · LCo + β · LCe

LS = − 1

NS

NS∑

i=1

log
(
p
(
ŷS = yS

i |Q,S,C
))

LCo = − 1

NCo

NCo∑

i=1

log
(
p
(
ŷCo = yCo

i |Q,S,C
))

LCe = − 1

NCe

NCe∑

i=1

log
(
p
(
ŷCe = yCe

i |Q,S,C
))

where NS , NCo, and NCe are the total numbers of
sentence, column, and cell candidates in the train-
ing set, respectively. α and β are the coefficients
of LCo and LCe. If a cell or a sentence is in any
of the gold evidence sets, we give it the label as 1,
otherwise 0. For the labels of the column nodes, if
any of the cells in that column is labeled as 1, this
column is labeled as 1, otherwise 0.

The score of a sentence candidate is simply cal-
culated as the softmax result of the label 1. In the
training procedure, the cell score is calculated sim-
ilarly. While in the evidence prediction step, the
probability of a cell being retrieved is calculated as
the product of the score of the cell node itself and
the score of the column node it belongs to.

2.3 Document Retrieval and Claim
Verification

For the two remaining steps in the whole pipeline,
i.e., document retrieval and claim verification, we
follow (Hu et al., 2022). For the document re-
trieval step, we retrieve evidence pages from the
Wikipedia dump with a DrQA retriever (Chen et al.,
2017) and re-rank the pages with a combination
of BM25 and RoBERTa-base (Liu et al., 2019)
re-rankers. For the verification step, we perform bi-
directional evidence conversions and dual-channel
evidence fusion to predict the final veracity label
of the given claim.
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3 Experiments

3.1 Evaluation Metrics

There are two main official metrics in the FEVER-
OUS task, i.e., accuracy and FEVEROUS score.
The accuracy calculates the proportion of instances
for which the model predicts a correct veracity la-
bel. The FEVEROUS score considers not only the
correctness of the final veracity label but also the
extracted evidence set. It calculates the proportion
when the extracted evidence set covers one of the
gold evidence sets and the predicted veracity label
is consistent with the gold label.

Three additional official metrics are used to eval-
uate the quality of the extracted evidence sets, i.e.,
Evidence Precision, Evidence Recall, and Evidence
F1. Multiple gold evidence sets are provided in
FEVEROUS for each claim. A piece of extracted
evidence is correct if and only if it is contained
by any gold evidence set. For each instance, the
Evidence Precision is the proportion of the correct
predicted evidence. The overall Evidence Preci-
sion is the average score over all instances. The
Evidence Recall is the proportion of instances with
a correct extracted evidence set. An extracted ev-
idence set is correct if and only if it covers any
of the gold evidence sets. The Evidence F1 is the
harmonic mean of the Evidence Precision and Evi-
dence Recall.

3.2 Implementation Details

We retrieve np = 5 pages from the Wikipedia
dump for each claim, and further narrow the ev-
idence searching space to n′

s = 5 sentences and
nt = 3 tables with RoBERTa-base and DrQA
model (same as the official baseline), separately.
When we choose the final evidence set according
to UNIFEE, the threshold for selecting cells and
sentences is both 0.01. At most 25 cells are se-
lected for each claim. As for the results, 12.1 cells
and 4.7 sentences are extracted for each instance
on average.

We use an Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba,
2015) with a batch size of 4. The learning rates
for pre-trained parameters and the others are 10−6

and 10−4, respectively. We train UNIFEE for 3
epochs, which takes 21 hours on a NVIDIA A40
GPU. We use Stanza toolkit2 to identify entities in
the claim and evidence for graph construction. We

2https://github.com/stanfordnlp/stanza/

use base-size RoBERTa3 and TAPAS4 for sentence
and table embedding in evidence extraction. The
sentence encoder in claim verification is RoBERTa-
large fine-tuned with NLI and verification tasks5,
same as the official baseline.

Details of the FEVEROUS dataset are shown in
Appendix § A.

3.3 Baseline Models

The official baseline (Aly et al., 2021) uses
DrQA (Chen et al., 2017) to extract sentences and
tables. It uses pre-trained models to retrieve cells
from flattened tables. EURECOM (Saeed et al.,
2021) proposes a neural re-ranker to improve docu-
ment retrieval. Both NCU (Gi et al., 2021) and Z
team (Kotonya et al., 2021) linearize cells to unify
evidence element format with sentences. NCU con-
catenates the claim and the evidence elements as in-
put into RoBERTa for binary classification. Z team
constructs a fully-connected graph of evidence ele-
ment to extract evidence. A next-hop predictor is
introduced by Papelo (Malon, 2021) to extract the
required evidence. Sentences and cells are retrieved
in multi-hops simply based on word overlap with
imagined evidence. FaBULOUS (Bouziane et al.,
2021) trains a Multi-Hop Dense Retriever (Xiong
et al., 2020) to retrieve sentences and cells sepa-
rately. DCUF(Hu et al., 2022) strengthens the offi-
cial evidence extraction method with a multi-turn
cell retriever.

3.4 Main Results

Our main results are summarized in Table 2. We
obtain remarkable improvements over the best pre-
vious model, DCUF, in evidence extraction. In
the development/test set, the improvements are
3.98%/3.56%, 11.86%/9.77%, and 5.96%/5.22%
in evidence precision, recall, and f1 score, respec-
tively. These results suggest that, with the context
information accumulated from other candidates in
the mixed evidence graph, our model can extract ev-
idence more accurately. We also find that UNIFEE
can easily drop irrelevant evidence and keep crucial
evidence even though it has less word-overlapping
with the claim. Specifically, compared with the
official baseline, UNIFEE extracts 25% more gold
evidence, with an average word overlap of 15.8%,

3https://huggingface.co/roberta-base
4https://huggingface.co/google/tapas-base
5https://huggingface.co/ynie/

roberta-large-snli_mnli_fever_anli_R1_R2_R3-nli
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Models Development/Test

FEVEROUS Score Accuracy Evidence Precision Evidence Recall Evidence F1

Official Baseline 19 / 17.73 53 / 48.48 12 / 10.17 30 / 28.78 17 / 15.03
EURECOM 19 / 20.01 53 / 47.79 12 / 13.73 29 / 33.73 17 / 19.52
Z team – / 22.51 – / 49.01 – / 7.76 – / 42.64 – / 13.12
NCU 29 / 25.14 60 / 52.29 10 / 9.91 42 / 39.07 17 / 15.81
Papelo 28 / 25.92 66 / 57.57 – / 7.16 – / 34.60 – / 11.87
FaBULOUS 30 / 27.01 65 / 56.07 8 / 7.73 43 / 42.58 14 / 13.08
UNIFEE* 43.48 / 39.36 72.35 / 62.41 19.04 / 18.35 55.08 / 53.87 28.30 / 27.37

DCUF 35.77 / 33.97 72.91 / 63.21 15.06 / 14.79 43.22 / 44.10 22.34 / 22.15
UNIFEE 44.86 / 41.50 73.67 / 65.04 19.04 / 18.35 55.08 / 53.87 28.30 / 27.37

Table 2: Model performance on the development set and the test set. UNIFEE* means UNIFEE with the verification
model of the official baseline instead of DCUF’s.

far less than the 28.9% word overlap averagely in
the gold evidence extracted by the official baseline.

Our model also achieves better performance on
the fact verification metrics of FEVEROUS. Com-
pared to previous state-of-the-art model DCUF,
UNIFEE obtains an improvement of 9.09%/7.53%
on the FEVEROUS score and 0.76%/1.83% on
accuracy at the development/test set. Moreover,
we experiment with a simpler verification model
taken from the official baseline instead of that from
DCUF to see the effectiveness of our evidence ex-
traction step (UNIFEE*). Compared to Bouziane
et al. (2021), Kotonya et al. (2021) and Hu et al.
(2022) , who use complex verification models with
template-based format conversion and(or) dual-
channel setting, UNIFEE* still achieves better re-
sults. These results suggest that , with a high-
quality evidence set, even a simple verification
model can achieve good performance.

We also measure the improvement of our model
on instances of different challenges in the dev set.
Compared to the official baseline, UNIFEE shows
an improvement of 65.93% (from 21% to 35%)
on instances requiring multi-hop reasoning and
45.32% (from 41% to 59%) on instances requiring
the combination of tables and texts, far above the
average increase ratio 35.84%. It shows that with
information accumulated from connected evidence
candidates, UNIFEE can recall more required evi-
dence within a limited evidence size.

Meanwhile, compared to the previous models
using multi-turn retriever (Malon, 2021; Bouziane
et al., 2021; Hu et al., 2022) for evidence extraction,
our method does not require iterative running to
retrieve multi-hop evidence and thus is less time-
consuming.

3.5 Ablation Study

We evaluate the effectiveness of our Unified Evi-
dence Extraction model with ablation experiments.
(1)w/o Fusion Graph: We use the baseline proposed
in Aly et al. (2021) to retrieve evidence based on
our document retrieval results. (2) w/o Column
Nodes: we connect sentences and cells directly if
they have common hyperlinks or entities without
column nodes as intermediaries. (3) w/o Cross-
format Interactions: We deprecate sentence nodes
and column nodes, only using cell nodes to retrieve
cell evidence. (4)w/o Threshold: We retrieve top 5
sentences and top 25 cells instead of using a thresh-
old.

The results are listed in Table 3. When we ap-
ply the evidence extraction model proposed in the
official baseline (Aly et al., 2021) on our page re-
trieval results, the evidence precision, recall, and F1
drop by 3.15%, 14.54%, and 5.47%, respectively.
It proves that our UNIFEE extracts the required
evidence and removes confusing evidence candi-
dates more confidently with context information
accumulated from all evidence candidates of both
formats. Meanwhile, the metrics drop a lot when
we directly connect sentence candidates and cell
candidates, with a decrease of 2.78% on evidence
F1. It suggests that with column nodes as inter-
mediaries, UNIFEE allows cross-format evidence
interactions at a similar granularity, thus making
the information flow over the graph more reason-
able and efficient. In the w/o Cross-format Interac-
tions setting, when we remove column nodes and
do not add any edges between sentence nodes and
cell nodes, the evidence F1 decreases to 25.89%.
It shows that context information from evidence
of another format is also crucial for the evidence
extraction step.
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Models P R F1

UNIFEE 19.04 55.08 28.30
w/o Fusion Graph 15.89 40.54 22.83
w/o Column Nodes 16.74 53.66 25.52
w/o Cross-format Interactions 16.98 54.51 25.89
w/o Threshold 12.48 56.22 20.42

Table 3: Ablation study regarding the retrieved evidence
on the development set.

We notice that , without cross-format evidence
interactions, UNIFEE still outperforms the official
baseline by 2.94% and improves the evidence re-
call by 13.97%, which means that our carefully-
designed edges between cells can better represent
the layout of complex nested tables, thus improving
the cell selection results.

From the w/o Threshold setting, we can see that
if we, as many previous works do, directly select
the top 25 cells and 5 sentences even whose scores
are very low, there will be a slight improvement in
the evidence recall, from 55.08% to 56.22%. How-
ever, it is at the expense of a 6.56% drop in evidence
precision and a 7.88% drop in evidence F1. More
irrelevant evidence is selected, which easily con-
fuse the verification model in the final step. With
the rough threshold in evidence selection, UNIFEE
can dynamically select useful evidence according
to their context-aware relevance regardless of the
numbers and formats , which helps even simple
verification models achieve better performance.

4 Analysis

4.1 Adaptive Evidence Selection
The number of sentences and cells required to ver-
ify claims in the FEVEROUS varies a lot. Some
claim needs only sentence evidence, some only cell
evidence, and many others a combination of both.
We find that our UNIFEE can make an adaptive
selection of evidence according to the given claim,
without being bound to certain formats or a fixed
evidence number. With joint evidence extraction
in a mixed evidence graph and evidence selection
with a threshold, UNIFEE keeps more helpful evi-
dence in the fine-grained evidence retrieval step.

We analyze the relationship between evidence
in the gold evidence set and that in the extracted
evidence set. The results are shown in Figure 3.

We can see that UNIFEE extracts more cells for
claims requiring more cell evidence. For claims
that only need sentence evidence, UNIFEE extracts
11 cells on average, and for claims requiring 25
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Figure 3: The relationship between the number of
gold evidence and the average number of predicted
cell/sentence evidence the evidence extraction step.

cells, it extracts cells to the maximum limit. We
can observe a similar trend for sentence evidence.
These results prove that UNIFEE introduces fewer
noisy evidence pieces of unwanted formats than
the previous works that set a fixed number of each
format of evidence, while keeping the required evi-
dence.

4.2 Positions of Cell Candidates
We find that the baseline cell extraction model is
prone to select cells in the first few lines. If the cell
evidence is at the bottom of a table, it is likely to
be left out. A possible explanation is that when flat-
tening the table into lines and applying a sequence
tagging model to extract evidence cells, these cells
are too far from their header cells, making it hard
to capture the crucial context information. The
average row position of the predicted cells in the
baseline is 4.37 on average, much smaller than
6.71, the average of the gold ones. By contrast, it
is easier for UNIFEE to exclude the interference
of the cell positions thanks to its graph structure,
where the cells in different lines are almost equiva-
lent. Therefore, it can extract evidence cells at the
bottom of the tables, and the average row position
of its predicted cells increases to 6.39.

4.3 Case Study
A case is shown in Figure 4. Models are expected
to find the cells The Irish Times and 4/5 stars in
the same row to refute the given claim The Fine
Art of Surfacing received a rating of 5/10 from The
Irish Times. The baseline model leaves out the cell
4/5 stars since it has little word coverage with the
given claim. Instead, it selects the distracting cell
3/10. With the carefully-designed graph structure
in UNIFEE, our model can obtain context informa-
tion from the cell The Irish Times in the same row
and the cell Rating in the same column. Meanwhile,
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Figure 4: The extracted evidence set by UNIFEE and
the official baseline. Cells with a gray background are
the predicted ones.

the column where 4/5 is situated will be given a
high score with the information from the key cell
Rating, B- and even the distracting cell 3/10. As a
result, the cell 4/5 can be easily retrieved.

Figure 4 also shows that UNIFEE introduces less
irrelevant evidence, especially when it comes to the
unwanted evidence format. The cells Christgauś
Record Guide and B- can support one aspect of
the claim, so our model only introduces two more
sentences in need. By contrast, the baseline model
retrieves two irrelevant cells, and 5 sentences from
many different pages, which may confuse the veri-
fication model in the next step.

5 Related Works

In this work, we focus on the evidence extraction
step of the fact verification based on table and text,
i.e. the FEVEROUS dataset (Aly et al., 2021).
Other fact verification datasets only concentrate on
unstructured data (Thorne et al., 2018) or a single

given table (Wang et al., 2021; Chen et al., 2020;
Kwiatkowski et al., 2019). These datasets do not
require fine-grained evidence extraction or only
extract evidence of a single format.

For evidence sentence extraction, most pre-
vious works rank claim-sentence pairs with
ESIM (Hanselowski et al., 2018; Zhou et al., 2019)
or PLM (Liu et al., 2020; Soleimani et al., 2020).
There are also works using the multi-turn retriev-
ing method for multi-hop evidence (Stammbach
and Ash, 2020) or training the evidence extrac-
tion and claim verification model jointly to relieve
the error propagation (Yin and Roth, 2018). For
cell evidence extraction, SEM-TAB-FACT (Wang
et al., 2021) and FEVEROUS (Aly et al., 2021)
are the only two verification datasets requiring fine-
grained cell selection to our best known. Acharya
(2021) propose to parse the claim into logical forms
and identify cells with string matching and de-
pendency parsing. Jindal et al. (2021) use an en-
semble of BERT fine-tuned on a single-cell NLI
task and a cell-wise similarity algorithm to capture
the additional relationship. Many previous works
on FEVEROUS flatten each table to a sequence
and perform binary sequence labeling to select
cells (Aly et al., 2021; Hu et al., 2022). However,
these models extract evidence according to every
single sentence/cell/table, they neglect the connec-
tions of evidence candidates. Meanwhile, they are
not tailored for evidence extraction of two formats
and cross-format evidence interactions, which are
the main challenges of our task.

Many efforts aim at fusing evidence of two for-
mats in FEVEROUS. Kotonya et al. (2021) and
Gi et al. (2021) convert the extracted table cells
to strings with human-designed templates to get
a unified evidence set of sentences. Bouziane
et al. (2021) convert each evidence sentence to
a small table and verify the claim according to a
set of evidence tables. Hu et al. (2022) perform
bi-directional format conversion and apply dual-
channel encoding to the evidence set. However,
their format fusion is only performed in the ver-
ification step after evidence extraction. Without
evidence fusion in the extraction step, much evi-
dence has been left, especially cell evidence and
evidence with fewer overlaps with the given claim.

For works fusing evidence in the extraction step,
Kotonya et al. (2021) and Malon (2021) convert
cells to strings and treat all evidence candidates as
sentences for evidence selection. They neglect the
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delicate structure of nested tables and lose much
context information after the format conversion.

Our proposed UNIFEE introduces column nodes
and layer-aware table representations, which can
gather complex table information and facilitate
cross-format interactions in a similar granularity in
the evidence extraction step.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a Unified Evidence Ex-
traction model (UNIFEE) for fact extraction over
structured and unstructured data. UNIFEE adopts a
mixed evidence graph to encourage evidence inter-
actions among evidence candidates in both formats
without manually designed conversion rules. Ex-
periments on the FEVEROUS benchmark demon-
strate that, with UNIFEE, a simple claim verifica-
tion model outperforms previous SOTA results by a
large margin. Further analysis shows that UNIFEE
enhances the contextualized modeling of cells in
complicated nested tables, thus largely improving
the evidence extraction performance.
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8 Limitations

Although we consider evidence interactions in the
evidence extraction step and find out required ev-
idence with less overlapping with the claim, it is
hard for our method to recall multi-hop evidence
in different pages since these pages are left out in
the document retrieval step.

Apart from cell evidence and sentence evidence,
there is a small proportion of evidence in the
FEVEROUS dataset whose type is table caption,
list or so. We simply ignore evidence of these types
in the evidence retrieval step. To further improve
the quality of evidence extraction step, we should
also take these evidence types into consideration.

Another limitation is that the instances of the
three veracity labels is unbalanced. From the de-
tails of each split shown in Appendix A, only 3%
of the training split is labelled NEI, which makes
it hard for models to learn predicting this class ac-
curately. We have not tried solving this problem
yet.
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A Statistics of the FEVEROUS dataset

FEVEROUS6 is an open-domain dataset based on
English Wikipedia which contains 95.6 million sen-
tences and 11.8 million tables. The dataset has
87,026 claims, with an average length of 25.3. An
average of 1.4 sentences and 3.3 cells (0.8 tables)
are required to verify each claim. Only text evi-
dence is required in 34,963 instances, only tables
in 28,760 instances, and both formats are required
in 24,667 instances. 49,115 instances are marked
as SUPPORTS, 33,669 as REFUTES, and the re-
maining 4,242 are marked as NEI. Table 4 displays
specific label and evidence distributions in each
split.

Train Dev Test

Supported 41,835(59%) 3,908(50%) 3,372 (43%)
Refuted 27,215(38%) 3,481(44%) 2,973 (38%)
NEI 2,241 (3%) 501 (6%) 1,500 (19%)

Total 71,291 7,890 7,845

Sentences 31,607(41%) 3,745(43%) 3,589 (42%)
Cells 25,020 (32%) 2,738(32%) 2,816 (33%)
Sentence+Cells 20,865 (27%) 2,468 (25%) 2,062 (24%)

Table 4: Details of each split in FEVEROUS

6https://fever.ai/dataset/feverous.html
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